
 
 

VALKYRIE PROFILE: LENNETH COLLABORATION EVENT 
DESCENDS UPON FINAL FANTASY BRAVE EXVIUS 

 
Heavenly Heroes Make Their Global Debut 

 
SOUTHEAST ASIA (Oct. 29, 2018) -- FINAL FANTASY® BRAVE EXVIUS®, heralds its latest 
collaboration event with the classic RPG VALKYRIE PROFILE®: LENNETH™, continuing its streak of 
delivering new and exciting content to all players. Starting today through November 8, 2018, players can 
experience the mystical world of VALKYRIE PROFILE: LENNETH for a limited time. During the 
collaboration period, also, VALKYRIE PROFILE: LENNETH is discounted to USD 15.99 (SGD 23, MYR 
65, IDR 239,000, THB 559, VND 349,000, PHP 799) on mobile platforms. 
 

 
Lenneth, Freya, Arngrim, Lucian, and Jelanda 

 
Beloved characters Lenneth, Freya, Arngrim, Lucian, and Jelanda are available through a featured 
summon to be added to players’ collections. Adventurous players seeking treasure can challenge the 
formidable Barbarossa in the Lost City of Dipan raid event. From November 2 through November 8, 2018, 
the mysterious Tower of Lezard Valeth will be accessible to players seeking to test their mettle for 
additional rewards. 



 
Further information on the collaboration can be found on the official FINAL FANTASY BRAVE EXVIUS 
Facebook page: https://www.facebook.com/ffbeen/. 
 
FINAL FANTASY BRAVE EXVIUS is available as a free-to-play app (with in-app purchases) through the 
Apple App Store®, Google Play™ and on the Amazon Appstore™. VALKYRIE PROFILE: LENNETH is 
available now on the App Store and Google Play for mobile devices. For more information, visit the official 
website: http://www.valkyrieprofile.com/LENNETH/en/.  
 
For the latest assets, please visit the press site at http://sqex.to/Media. 
 
About FINAL FANTASY Portal App 
The free-to-download "FINAL FANTASY Portal App®" provides the latest and greatest on all things 
FINAL FANTASY, as well as exclusive promotional trailers and developer commentary. By logging-in with 
their Square Enix account, players can accumulate points that can be exchanged for various items. Also, 
the iconic Triple Triad® card game from FINAL FANTASY VIII makes its mobile debut, and is playable in 
the app. 
 
About gumi Inc. 
Founded in 2007, gumi Inc. (Tokyo Stock Exchange: 3903) is a leading global mobile game publisher and 
developer headquartered in Japan, with overseas operations in France, Korea, Singapore, Taiwan and 
the United States. The company has proven success in launching titles worldwide, such as the widely 
popular role-playing games Brave Frontier and THE ALCHEMIST CODE. In 2016, gumi established a 
Silicon Valley-based investment group with partners, called The Venture Reality Fund, which focuses on 
seed and early stage augmented reality and virtual reality startups. Its VR incubation subsidiaries have 
expanded globally, including Tokyo XR Startups, Seoul XR Startups, and Nordic XR Startups. In 2018, 
the company launched gumi Cryptos, an investment arm in blockchain technology and cryptocurrency 
funds. With ongoing publishing and development projects on a wide array of mobile, AR and VR 
platforms, gumi aims to change the world through innovative entertainment products and services, 
including both original content and collaborations with popular IP. For more information, please visit 
http://www.gu3.co.jp/en/. 
 
About Square Enix, Inc. 
Square Enix, Inc. develops, publishes, distributes and licenses SQUARE ENIX®, EIDOS® and TAITO® 
branded entertainment content throughout the Americas as part of the Square Enix group of companies. 
Square Enix, Inc. is affiliated with a global network of leading development studios such as Crystal 
Dynamics® and Eidos Montréal™. The Square Enix group of companies boasts a valuable portfolio of 
intellectual property including: FINAL FANTASY®, which has sold over 142 million units worldwide; 
DRAGON QUEST®, which has sold over 76 million units worldwide; TOMB RAIDER®, which has sold 
over 67 million units worldwide; and the legendary SPACE INVADERS®. Square Enix, Inc. is a 
U.S.-based, wholly-owned subsidiary of Square Enix Holdings Co., Ltd. 
  
More information on Square Enix, Inc. can be found at https://square-enix-games.com. 
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BRAVE EXVIUS, the FINAL FANTASY BRAVE EXVIUS logo, CRYSTAL DYNAMICS, DRAGON QUEST, EIDOS, EIDOS 
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Google Play is a trademark of Google LLC. Amazon is a registered trademark of Amazon Technologies, Inc. All other trademarks 
are properties of their respective owners. 
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